
 
 

   
    

 
  

 

Check your quality – at any time, automatically and reliably. 

Intuitive and comprehensive: YAVEON ProBatch 365 Scanning App optimizes your warehouse 
handling. Benefit from accelerated data entry, a more practical day-to-day warehouse life and an 
increase in your data and delivery quality. Systematicaly avoid false entries and incorrect 
deliveries, thus reducing your return-rate and increasing customer satisfaction. 

The app is your key to meeting even the highest delivery requirements of your customers. You 
also have the ability to handle load carriers, qualified packing structures and auxiliary packing 
materials via scanner in combination with the apps YAVEON ProBatch 365 Warehouse 
Management and YAVEON ProE-SCM 365 Dispatch & Packaging. 

One dialog input after another: Users typically work with a mobile handheld scanner and scan 
barcodes. To reduce manual value entries to a minimum, print the necessary barcodes via the 
usual documents as well as via practical convenience functions. 

This is what you can expect in the app: 
 

Scanning dialogs 

The Scanning App is the basis for using the scan dialogs in combination with YAVEON ProBatch 
365 Warehouse Management and YAVEON ProBatch 365 Manufacturing as well as YAVEON 
ProE-SCM Dispatch & Packaging. From goods receipt, put-away and inventory to goods issue, 
dispatch and loading, numerous dialogs are provided.  

Simplified user dialogs 

Step-by-step simplified user dialogs make it easy for changing personnel to get started quickly 
and ensure high data quality. 

Fast processing 

As your permanent companion, the scanner enables you to process dialogs in no time at all. In 
addition, you reduce sources of error such as typing errors, transposed numbers and incorrect 
entries. 

Process reliability 

Multi-stage packing structures, in-process labeling, and shipment processing are the basis on 
which you can serve even the most demanding customers. With excellent process reliability, 
audits become a breeze. 



 
 

   
    

Easy to work with 

In the future, it will be easier to map warehouse movements, because the screen management 
has been greatly simplified. Another advantage is that it is browser-based and device-
independent. 

Agile work 

Almost all scanner types, tablets, smartphones, and computers use the mobile scan dialogs 
without a required installation. Centralized deployment from Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business 
Central saves you the local installation and update process. This makes you fast and agile even 
when changes occur. 

Appearance 

The display is perfectly adapted to the size of your device and can be used in different designs. 
You want your own design? Then simply assign it. 
 

Supported Editions:    

Premium editions of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central  

Supported Countries:    

DE, US, FR, BE, NL, AU, SE, AT, CH, NO, IT, ES  

Supported Languages:    

EN, DE   


